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The Practitioner’s Guide to Antitrust in China, authored
by Becky Nao Koblitz, is a new addition to the growing
body of legal literature1 dealing with the enforcement of
the Anti-Monopoly Law (AML)2 by the Chinese
competition authorities (National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC),3 State Administration for
Industry and Commerce (SAIC)4 and the Ministry of
Commerce (MOFCOM)5) and courts. In fact, in August
2015 the AML has celebrated its seventh anniversary and
its enforcement has been regarded by practitioners as

“one of the most active antitrust regimes in the
world, impacting international business activities
with its vigorous merger control regime, antitrust
investigations resulting in multi-million dollar fines
and antitrust litigation on complex IT- and
IPR-related issues”.6

The author, Becky Nao Koblitz is an American antitrust
lawyer, former prosecutor at the Antitrust Division of the
US Department of Justice and currently special counsel
in the corporate practice group of Sheppard, Mullin,
Richter & Hampton LLP in Beijing.7 The author’s
professional background is visible throughout the book
as it contains numerous references to the US antitrust
practice in order to provide a better understanding of the
Chinese antitrust procedures and practices to the

practitioners familiar with the US antitrust enforcement.
Despite certain similarities of the Chinese legislative
formulations and procedures with those adopted in the
US or EU,8 the author emphasises that “what differentiates
Chinese antitrust from the United States and EU is the
unpredictability of how the AML is enforced”. (p.6)
The objective of the book is explained by the author

in the following way (p.1):

“to help the general practitioner develop a basic
understanding of antitrust and economic analyses
as well as to provide practical tips so that potential
problem areas can be anticipated, acted upon and
minimized”.

As a result, the volume contains various practical tips
addressed to the general counsel. For example in relation
to private antitrust litigation the author notes (p.22) that
foreign companies

“should keep in mind the fact that Chinese courts
are not independent of the State, and as such, there
may be a bias towards protecting domestic
companies, particularly SOEs”

and observes that courts in Guangzhou, Beijing and
Shanghai are more accustomed to antitrust cases that
courts in other provinces. The list of practical tips related
to investigations and proactive antitrust compliance is
then reproduced as Appendix III at the end of the volume.
Chapter 2 on enforcement framework of China’s

antitrust law contains an interesting discussion on the
scope of application of the AML, which, in its art.7
provides that:

“With respect to the industries controlled by the
State-owned economy and concerning the lifeline
of national economy and national security or the
industries lawfully enjoying exclusive production
and sales, the State shall protect these lawful
business operations conducted by the business
operators therein, and shall supervise and control
these business operations and the prices of these
commodities and services provided by these business
operators, so as to protect the consumer interests and
facilitate technological advancements”(p.146).

This provision raises the fundamental question of whether
state-owned enterprises (SOEs) are exempt from the
application of the AML.9 The author refers to the list of
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%20what%27s%20next.pdf. [Accessed 18 February 2016].
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strategic sectors formulated by the State-owned Assets
Supervision and Administration Commission of the State
Council (SASAC)10 and concludes that “much of China’s
economy remains State-owned and protected from the
reach of the AML” (p.10).
Chapter 2 also contains numerous tips on how the

Chinese competition authorities conduct their
investigations and how the general counsel should prepare
the companymanagement and employees for the requests
for information and other types of interaction with
competition authorities. For example, it is noted that due
to investment regulations in certain industries, foreign
companies need to act through a joint venture with a
Chinese company, in which they cannot hold the
controlling interest (p.59). As a result, the conduct of the
Chinese partners and local staff can become a potential
source of concern in relation to the antitrust compliance,
given the fact that “gentlemen’s agreements” concerning
allocation of customers and markets are a wide-spread
phenomenon in the Chinese business culture. Another
aspect of the Chinese culture involved in the antitrust
enforcement is the lack of transparency in government
decision making and the value of showing self-criticism
for the potential infringements one has committed (p.84).
The combination of these two factors provides a practical
opportunity to reach a settlement that may involve the
submission of a “confession letter” in exchange for the
closure of an investigation without publication of its
results (p.107).
Chapter 4 on conduct within the supply chain contains

an interesting discussion on the evolving practice of resale
price maintenance (RPM) treatment under the AML. The
author notes the differing approaches adopted by the
courts (rule of reason) and the NDRC (per se illegality
with possibility for exemption and policy-driven
enforcement with little economic analysis) (p.73). Chapter
8 on abuse of administrative power indicates that public
and private enforcement in this field remain scarce but
suggests that it can be a potential tool for non-local or
foreign companies to fight the discriminatory treatment
by the local governments (p.144).
Chapter 6 on merger review reminds the foreign

companies doing business in China about the importance
of the national interests and industrial policy when it
comes to the review of the merger notifications by the

MOFCOM. The following issues have been highlighted
as major concerns of the Chinese merger control
authority: the supply of raw materials, exploitations of
IP rights, and industries such as high technology,
pharmaceuticals, telecommunications, and shipping
(p.117). Based on the blocked and conditionally cleared
mergers the author concludes that the merging parties
should not put their hopes on efficiencies as these are not
publicly discussed by the MOFCOM in its decisions and
would not overweigh national interests and industrial
policy objectives.
Chapter 7 on intellectual property demonstrates the

Chinese authorities’ awareness about the importance of
the IPR within the global context of technology transfer.
TheMicrosoft/Nokia11 conditional approval issued by the
MOFCOM indicates the willingness of the Chinese
authorities to ensure access of the Chinese companies to
the standard essential patents (SEPs).12 The SEPs have
also been a subject of private antitrust litigation inHuawei
v IDC13where the courts have fixed the FRAND royalties
to be charged by the SEP holder.14 Most recently, in
February 2015, the NDRC imposed its highest fine of
CNY 6 billion in a case involving abuse of dominant
position in the form of excessive and unfair royalties.15

The book contains several appendices, which include
English translation of the AML (Appendix I), Provisions
of the State Council on the Standard for Declaration of
Concentration of Business Operators (Appendix II), lists
of practical tips (Appendix III), and summaries of
MOFCOM decisions (Appendix IV). For a more
comprehensive compilation of English texts of Chinese
competition legislation, regulations, and decisions the
readers are advised to consultCompetition Law in China:
Laws, Regulations, and Cases.16
While it may not be as comprehensive or systematic

in its coverage as other Chinese competition law
books,17The Practitioner’s Guide to Antitrust in China
definitely meets its declared objective by providing the
general counsel with general understanding of the realities
in Chinese antitrust enforcement and with useful practical
tips on proactive antitrust compliance when doing
business in this emerging competition jurisdiction.

Dr Alexandr Svetlicinii
Faculty of Law, University of Macau
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